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Lesson 03 - Love on a Tree

Year A – 2 Quarter

1
2

Power Text
"Surely he was
the Son of God!"
Matthew 27:54
7

FTWTF
means:
Find
The
Word
That
Fits

3
4

Can't find an
answer? Check
your Guide or
quarterly!

5

Power Point
Like Jesus, we can
share God's love with
anyone, anywhere.
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T
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S
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Across
Down
2. The soldiers positioned the spikes over Jesus'1. [Friday's lesson] Using materials in your home,
wrists. Together they raised their ____ into
create a ____ (or find a nail & glue it to wood or
the air & then brought them down to make
cardboard) to put in a special place to remind
contact with the spikes.
you of Jesus' sacrifice for you. Share your
6. As the soldiers roughly lifted the crosses with creation at family worship.
their human burdens upright, the followers
3. FTWTF - Power Point
could see Jesus' back. It was completely
4. He painfully turned his head & focused his eyes
raw from the ____ the soldiers had used on
on Jesus. "I believe in You, Jesus. Don't ____
Him. His raw flesh tore against the rough
me when You set up Your kingdom."
wood of the cross. Still He said nothing.
5. Many people who had followed Jesus had come
8. FTWTF - Title
to see Him one last time. They were wailing in
9. Twisting in pain, the other thief tried to speak. grief. But others were making fun of Him. Two
"Be quiet. We deserve death because we
other ____, convicted thieves, already lay on
sinned. This Man is ____. Leave Him alone!"
crosses on the ground.
10. FTWTF - Power Text
7. The followers stood in awe as they watched this
11. [Thursday's lesson] A ____ is a story of
exchange. Although it was terribly ____ for Him
something that happened to us.
to speak, Jesus still offered words of loving
12. The people following Jesus, many of whom
comfort, serving others even as He hung dying
He had healed, couldn't believe what He had
on the cross.
gone through. And yet He hadn't put up any 8. Their roughness pushed the crown of ____
kind of a fight. Finally, the group reached the
deeper into His head. Fresh blood flowed onto
top of Golgotha, the Place of the ____.
His already bruised, battered, & bloody face.
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